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Thus far, calendar year 2018 has not been kind to the ﬁxed income arena. Essentially, all of the major asset classes have
registered negative returns to some degree, as of this writing. However, there is one exception to the rule: emerging
market local debt (EMD).
Needless to say, the general rise in interest rates throughout the developed world has created a rather unfavorable
landscape for the ﬁxed income investor. Here in the U.S., the Treasury 10-Year yield has risen, at one point, in excess of
50 basis points (bps) year-to-date, the largest increase in the most closely watched government bond markets. In Europe,
U.K. sovereign 10-year yields jumped up 46 bps at their high point, with the like-maturity German bund recording a 34bps gain at its peak. In Canada, the 10-year government yield was up 33 bps.
2018 YTD Fixed Income Total Returns

Now, back to the EMD universe. As measured by the J.P. Morgan GBI-EM Global Diversiﬁed Composite Yield to Maturit
y Index, emerging market yields are actually down nearly 10 bps through the latter part of February. This divergence in
rate patterns has helped to play an integral role behind the different performance stories. As the reader can clearly see in
the accompanying chart, emerging market (EM) local debt is the only asset class that has thus far come in on the plus
side of the ledger, year-to-date, posting a return of +4.2% ( J.P. Morgan Government Bond Index – Emerging Markets Gl
obal Diversiﬁed Index). This is in stark contrast to the negative performances seen throughout the developed sovereign
debt markets. For the record, the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index, better known as the Agg, has come in
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at -2.1%.
For investors looking to diversify their ﬁxed income portfolio by utilizing an EM local debt slice, WisdomTree offers a
“structured active” approach. Indeed, building upon our fundamental weighted, otherwise known as smart beta,
approach, we have created a strategy that offers the potential for higher income, diversiﬁcation and total return within
the EM local debt universe. Rather than relying on a market cap-based approach, our process leans toward the “balance
sheets” of EM countries, an important aspect, especially when one considers the concerns that surrounded EM ﬁnancial
stability a few years back. By focusing on factors such as short-term external debt over international reserves, current
account over gross domestic product (GDP) and gross government debt over GDP, we are able to boost allocations to
countries that are pursuing monetary and ﬁscal discipline, while reducing weightings to those that are overextended. The
“country” universe is then ranked into three tiers, and then equally weighted. The top tier contains the highest
allocations, and of this writing, consists of Brazil, Russia and Indonesia.
Conclusion
It is interesting to note that EM local debt was able to post the aforementioned positive return against a backdrop of not
only visibly higher UST intermediate and longer-dated yields, but also a perception that now envisions three Federal Res
erve (Fed) rate hikes this year, and the possibility of four. In terms of potential risks ahead, certainly a further spike in U.S.
rates could ultimately weigh on this asset class, as well as any negative growth surprises in China and/or an escalation in
geopolitical events. However, in an environment of “further gradual” rate hikes from the Fed, and a more range-bound
pattern for the UST 10-Year yield, we feel EM local debt could still beneﬁt from improving fundamentals. Investors who
wish to add this asset class to their ﬁxed income portfolio should consider the WisdomTree Emerging Markets Local Deb
t Fund (ELD).

Unless otherwise noted, data source is Bloomberg, as of February 23, 2018.
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses.
Fixed income investments are subject to interest rate risk; their value will normally decline as interest rates rise. In
addition, when interest rates fall, income may decline. Fixed income investments are also subject to credit risk, the risk
that the issuer of a bond will fail to pay interest and principal in a timely manner or that negative perceptions of the
issuer’s ability to make such payments will cause the price of that bond to decline. Unlike typical exchange-traded funds,
there is no index that the Fund attempts to track or replicate. Thus, the ability of the Fund to achieve its objective will
depend on the effectiveness of the portfolio manager. Due to the investment strategy of this Fund, it may make higher
capital gain distributions than other ETFs. Please read the Fund’s prospectus for speciﬁc details regarding the Funds risk
profile.
For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Interest rates : The rate at which interest is paid by a borrower for the use of money.
10- Year Treasury : a debt obligation of the U.S. government with an original maturity of ten years.
Basis point : 1/100th of 1 percent.
JP Morgan EM Global Diversiﬁed Composite Yield to Maturity : Represents the yield to maturity of the J.P. Morgan
Government Bond Index-Emerging Markets Global Diversified Index.
JP Morgan Government Bond Index – Emerging Markets (GBI-EM) Global Diversiﬁed : The JP Morgan GBI EM
Global Diversiﬁed tracks the performance of local currency debt issued by emerging market governments, whose debt is
accessible by most of the international investor base. The index incorporates a constrained market-capitalization
methodology in which individual issuer exposures are capped at 10%, (with the excess distributed to smaller issuers) for
greater diversification among issuing governments.
Smart Beta : A term for rules-based investment strategies that don’t use conventional market-cap weightings.
Gross domestic product (GDP) : The sum total of all goods and services produced across an economy.
Federal Reserve : The Federal Reserve System is the central banking system of the United States.
Rate Hike : refers to an increase in the policy rate set by a central bank. In the U.S., this generally refers to the Federal
Funds Target Rate.
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